Delloch HipFit
The Perfect Fit

We’re all different - but with Delloch
protection, everyone gets the perfect fit!

The Perfect Fit
We’re all different shapes and sizes,
we’re not just flat or round. In a category
of one-size-fits-all, other hip protectors
rely on either large, bulky pads or
compromise pad positioning.

Delloch HipFit is different. We know
that one size does not fit all and
the key to comfort is the perfect fit.
That’s why HipFit is the world’s first
hip protector with a pad positioning
system and body conforming pads.
Perfect Positioning
We’re not only different on the outside;
anatomically we’re different on the inside.
HipFit caters for greater trochanter variance with
a unique pad positioning system ensuring the
protection is in just the right place.
The patented HipFit POSITION system sets
Delloch apart. The quick and simple system
accurately aligns the pad, whatever the hip bone
position or however the undergarment is worn.

Delloch HipFit

The Next Generation in Hip Protection
Delloch HipFit is an innovative new hip protection
system that achieves outstanding comfort and
provides ultimate protection against hip fracture
through being engineered to fit the body.
High-performance body conforming pads adjust
to different hip bone positions for an invisible
safeguard. HipFit provides the reassurance people
need to continue an active and healthy lifestyle.

It’s all about comfort
To feel confident, people have to feel
comfortable. The undergarment’s soft cottonrich textiles and tailored cut fit the body
perfectly for outstanding all-day comfort.

Shape matters
The HipFit pads feature a naturally shaped
form derived from extensive anthropometric
design research. The patented design conforms
perfectly to the body remaining discreet under
clothing.

Impact Protection
Delloch offers two high-performance HipFit pads to meet everyone’s
needs. Extensively tested and internationally approved, both provide
ultimate protection.

HipFit ACTIVE

HipFit PLUS

This dual-density, ultra lightweight
foam pad is the ultimate soft-shell
hip protector.

This ultra slim-line reinforced polymer
shield with a soft inner foam layer is
the ultimate hard-shell hip protector.

The Delloch Advantage
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Disclaimer: The Delloch Hip Protection System is designed to help prevent a fall related
hip fracture. It is important that all the procedures for applying the pad in the correct
position as outlined in the Quick Guide are followed in order to prevent a hip fracture as
a result of a fall. However while this system can help lessen the severity of the impact
of the fall, it does not guarantee that this will prevent a hip fracture.
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